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ABSTRACT

Air pollution in China has attracted world attention again since the winter of 2012. Besides considering the normal level of air pollution, it is interesting and important to choose and analyze periods of extremely high levels. These extremes are not only important because high values of PM2.5 have more severe impacts, but also to help us to effectively understand the causes of air pollution. Energy consumption, driven by the burning of fossil fuels, and motor vehicle emissions are regarded as two main primary causes of air pollution. However, culture is a less-obvious factor affecting air pollution, which is often overlooked by researchers. Culture plays an important role in many environmental problems. This study investigates why and how “Nian” culture leads to increased air pollution during Chinese New Year. Air pollution during Chinese Lunar New Year is more severe than other times of the year. Although the relationship between the lighting of fireworks and air pollution is of wide concern, the cultural factors behind it are not fully recognized, which hinders the understanding and solving of the problem. It is an important step for Chinese people to reduce the lighting of firecrackers, believed to drive away monsters. Four solutions are proposed to deal with the severe air pollution problem during Chinese New Year.

1. Introduction

Air pollution in China has become a global problem (Melamed et al., 2013). In the winter of 2012, air pollution in China was so severe that one-third of the Chinese territory was covered by fog and haze, and the continuously hazy weather in most big cities lasted for more than 30 days (Wang, 2013). The pollution had severe impacts, not only affecting tourism, transportation, and industrial development, but also human health. Many people suffered from a severe cough, especially in Beijing, where it became known as the “Beijing Cough”.

Causes and effects of pollution vary with temporal and spatial scales. In order to understand better the process leading to air pollution, it is important that examine the typical temporal-spatial cases involved in extremely high levels of PM2.5, or particulate matter, air pollution. Particulate matter with a diameter of less than 2.5 μm is small enough to directly enter the lungs and even the blood stream (Marshall, 2013). The concentration of PM2.5 is routinely used to describe air quality. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recognizes that it is unhealthy for sensitive individuals when concentrations of PM2.5 exceed 40.5 μg/m³, and unhealthy for the general population when the average concentration is above 65.5 μg/m³ for 24 h. However, the PM2.5 concentrations are higher than the unhealthy level during most of the year in many of China’s coastal cities (van Donkelaar et al., 2010). Levels of PM2.5 are very high during June each year in eastern cities of China, such as Nanjing, due to crop straw burning in surrounding rural areas (Hang and Chen, 2000; Yin et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2010). The periods and locations facing extremely high PM2.5 pollution levels should be given greater emphasis in pollution research and control.

Culture plays an important role in many environmental issues (Milton, 2013). The relationship between cultural practices, sustainable development, and public participation is an issue to be explored (Jamison, 2001). Many scholars focus on environmental issues from the physical science perspective, but ignore social sciences and humanities. For example, Huang et al. (2012) analyzed air pollution during the agricultural harvest season in Eastern China, and pointed out that crop straw burning contributed significantly to fine particle pollution. However, the authors neglected to address the cultural causes of the pollution. The agriculture-related burnings are a long-term custom in countries like China and India.
The farmers of these countries believe that nutrients will return to soil following burning.

As a hidden factor contributing to air pollution, culture is underestimated by scientists and governments, as in the above example. As far as the heavily polluted period is concerned, Chinese New Year is special because it is the most important festival for Chinese people. There is no doubt that Chinese New Year is a big cultural event, but unfortunately, the PM2.5 pollution levels during this period are higher than the other times, partly caused by the lighting of fireworks, and burning of incense, “ghost money”, and other materials (Jun et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2006). However, it is unclear how and to what extent the Chinese Nian culture causes or exacerbates the pollution problems. Research on social movements, aimed at changing the traditional culture, have been insufficient. Therefore, this study illustrates how Chinese Nian culture triggers heavy pollution levels, and proposes some innovative solutions to deal with it.

1.1. Chinese Nian culture and its impacts on air pollution

As one of the most “complex, influential, and elusive” words in the English language, culture has many meanings (Williams, 1981; Gregory et al., 2009). Culture is both a “total way of life” and a set of products reflecting human feelings (Mitchell, 2000). Although the concepts of culture are so varied and it is very difficult to define, the core meaning of culture is value or attitude (Crang, 1998). It is the different values or attitudes toward life that produce the various national and local cultures. Value can change, and so, culture is not unchangeable, but the speed and extent of cultural changes vary from one culture to another. On a temporal scale, culture can be classified into two types: traditional, such as Confucianism and Hellenism, and popular culture, pop songs, and films. Generally speaking, pop culture more easily changes or becomes outdated, but traditional culture consists of a value system developed over a long period, that it is very difficult to change over a short time period. The Chinese Nian culture is an example of traditional culture or customs, reflecting Chinese values.

The Chinese New Year (also known as the Lunar New Year) is termed “Nian” in Chinese. It is the most important holiday in China, as with Christmas in Europe and North America. The Chinese Nian generally starts one day before the Lunar New Year, and ends on the 15th day. Among the 16 days of Chinese New Year, the first day, generally referred to as Chinese New Year’s Eve, is the most important. The third or fifth, and the fifteenth are also significant days during the New Year period. Chinese New Year’s eve, the night before the first day of Chinese New Year, is similar to Christmas Eve in Western Culture. All family members typically join together to celebrate Chinese New Year’s Eve. The first day of Chinese New Year is the day a New Year starts, according to the lunar calendar. The third or fifth day of Chinese New Year is celebrated in different regions of China, with different themes. On the fifteenth day of Chinese New Year, called Chinese Lantern Festival, the end of Chinese New Year is celebrated.

Chinese New Year is a traditional custom that has existed for nearly 2000 years. In Chinese legends, “Nian” is a fierce monster that lives in the deep sea and comes appears on Chinese New Year’s Eve to kill people and livestock. Continuous noises and fires must be created in order to drive this monster away (Ye et al., 2014). After their invention, their lighting of firecrackers gradually became a fixed part of the holiday custom. Nearly every Chinese household celebrates the New Year with fireworks and firecrackers. This creates a heavy environmental burden in Chinese cities. For example, Beijing produced 1586 tons of firework and firecracker trash from New Year’s Eve until 9 am on the first day of the Chinese New Year in 2013 and required 93 thousand workers to clear up. The weights of trash in 2011 and 2012 were 2680 and 1741 tons, respectively (Rao, 2013). The PM2.5 concentration at Cheongzhuanghu air monitoring station was 1593 ug/m³ at one o’clock in the morning of the 2012 Chinese New Year’s eve (Li, 2012), many times higher than the daily average level of 75 μg/m³ set in China. Beijing produced 5505 tons of trash from fireworks and firecrackers from New Year’s Eve until 6 am on the seventh day of Chinese New Year in 2013. More than 240 thousand sanitation workers were involved in the clean up (Huang, 2013). Although fireworks and firecrackers are a part of celebrations in other countries on New Year’s day (Drewnick et al., 2006; Vecchi et al., 2008), their use is more extensive in China. The impacts of burning fireworks and firecrackers on air pollution during Chinese New Year has already aroused wide concerns (Shi et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2014; Li et al., 2009).

Chinese New Year is also a holiday to worship the gods and ancestors. Burning incense is very popular in Chinese temples and houses. Burning incense, however, does contribute to increased PM2.5 pollution. The concentrations of PM2.5 in temple air reach levels between 75 μg/m³ and 700 μg/m³. Although incense is also burnt at other times, it is much more frequent during the Chinese New Year. On the first day of Chinese New Year in 2013, over 70,000 people visited Yonghe Lama Temple in Beijing to burn incense. This is just one example, and hundreds of temples exist in Beijing (Xiao, 2013). More than 400,000 people visited Guiyuan temple in Wuhan city to burn incense on the first day of Chinese New Year in 2012 (Xiong, 2011). Besides burning incense, “ghost money”, a kind of imitation paper money, is also burned for good fortune and to appease the ancestors or wandering ghosts. Burning ghost money is a routine activity throughout the year in China. According to Chinese customs, people should burn ghost money for their ancestors regularly during the year, but this activity is much more prevalent during the Chinese New Year, Chinese people believe that this will encourage their ancestors protect them. During Chinese New Year, especially New Year’s Eve, the first day, the fifth day, and the fifteenth day of Chinese New Year, people burn more than 100,000 tons of ghost money in China (Tang, 2013). This produces huge amounts of ash, smog, and fire.

Explosive firecrackers, burning incense and ghost money releases a mass of CO, CO₂, SO₂, NO₂, and other harmful gases and particles, and leads to elevated fog and haze pollution during Chinese New Year. It is reported that PM2.5 is several times higher than the normal level in China during each Lunar New Year (Li, 2012). An air quality index (AQI) is an indicator commonly used by government agencies to tell the public how clean or polluted the air is. The index ranges from 0 to 500. Higher AQI values represent higher levels of air pollution and greater health concerns. China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) has defined a general relationship between AQI and health implications. When the AQI is between 0 and 50, the air quality is considered excellent and there are no health implications. The air quality is considered good when the AQI ranges from 51 to 100, but a few hypersensitive individuals should reduce outdoor exercise. The air quality is lightly polluted and moderately polluted when the AQI ranges from 101 to 150 and 151 to 200, respectively, and individuals with breathing or heart problems should reduce outdoor exercise. The air quality is heavily polluted when the AQI is between 201 and 300, even healthy people will be noticeably affected. The air quality is severely polluted when the AQI is higher than 300 and may lead to severe irritations and may trigger other illnesses. As shown in Fig. 1, the AQI of Beijing during Chinese Nian is higher than on any other days, especially on Chinese New Year’s Eve, Chinese New Year Day, and on the day of or following the Chinese Lantern Festival. These three days are very important in Chinese culture. The hourly PM2.5 concentration at the America Embassy in Beijing also exhibits the
same trend from 2010 to 2013 (Fig. 2). As mentioned above, PM2.5 concentrations were as high as 1593 ug/m$^3$ at one o’clock on the night of Chinese New Year’s Eve at an air monitoring station in Beijing (Li, 2012). On the Chinese New Year’s eve of 2013, PM2.5 concentrations increased from 81.4 ug/m$^3$ at 8 PM to 124.8 ug/m$^3$ at 9 PM, 135 ug/m$^3$ at 10 PM, and 151.3 ug/m$^3$ at 11 PM, to 523.7 ug/m$^3$ at midnight of the first day of Chinese New Year in Shanghai. And the welcoming of the God of Wealth on the fifth day of Chinese New Year caused another peak in air pollution in 2013 (Zhang, 2013).

2. Initiatives and possible changes

2.1. Some changes in Chinese cities

As a long-established tradition, Chinese Nian is deeply embedded in Chinese society and would not be easily changed. However, it can probably be changed gradually. When unprecedented threats to health and safety, people will have to make an effort to change old rules and customs. The greatest barriers to a move towards more environmentally-friendly and sustainable behavior related to Nian are people’s values and cultural customs. As a result of the serious air pollution triggered by celebrating the Chinese New Year, both government and private groups have taken measures to reduce air pollution, which signifies that traditional culture is not unchangeable.

At the national level, the Chinese government initiated policies to limit the use of firecrackers as early as 2000, primarily due to human safety concerns. As air pollution in big cities was getting worse and worse in the years after 2010, governments paid attention to the impacts that lighting firecrackers had on air pollution. As obligatory regulations set by the Environment Ministry of China (EMC), PM2.5 was gradually incorporated into the urban environmental protection standards. According to the “Atmospheric Pollution Prevention Action Plan” issued by the State Council in September 2013, the number of cities who reported their air quality hourly online increased from 74 of 2013, to 161 of 2014, and to 338 of 2015 (Wu, 2015). This turned into a grassroots movement to monitor air quality. The Chinese government also issued several policies regulating fireworks. The Hangzhou municipal government issued a notification to encourage a Spring-festival with no or fewer fireworks in January 2013. These types of actions will have long-term positive effects.

New measures have also been initiated at the local level to tackle air pollution. For example, Hangzhou municipal government’s policy was widely supported by many Internet users. Some environmentalists even invented new ways to celebrate the New Year, such as trampling balloons instead of lighting firecrackers. The news on Hangzhou reported that the sales volume of fireworks and PM2.5 both decreased significantly during the same period at the Spring Festival in 2013, compared to 2012 (Zhao, 2013). In Wuhan...
city, Guiyuan temple initiated new prayer methods using mobile phone messages and the Internet during Chinese New Year, this greatly reduced the lighting of incenses at the temple (Xiong, 2011). Medias including TV programs, newspapers, and mobile phone messages all encouraged people to have a low-pollution Nian, which had a significant positive impact on people’s behavior during Chinese New Year. The hourly PM2.5 values released by the government increased awareness and contributed to reduced air pollution. For example, after the high PM2.5 values in temples were widely broadcasted, people began to understand the problem and became willing to adapt their behavior.

The lighting of fireworks was reduced in big cities like Beijing and Shanghai year by year, after 2010, which was not only enforced by regulations, but also by media persuasion and people’s self-reflection. The practices of burning incenses and ghost money decreased as well. Nevertheless, these changes, although steps in the right direction, are not enough. More time and efforts will be required to transform the social and cultural traditions.

### 2.2. Possible and necessary changes in the future

Reducing air pollution caused by Chinese Nian culture is relatively simple, compared to air pollution as a whole. According to the framework illustrated by Bors and Solomon (2013), air pollution caused by Chinese Nian culture is a much less-nested environmental problem. The scientific explaining behind it is clear, and primarily involves atmospheric chemistry. The human factors and activities that are associated with the problem consist of the companies that produce fireworks and firecrackers, incenses, and “ghost money”, the public, and governments. The necessary governance and management structures involve regulation, self-inspection, and advocacy of Medias and NGOs. Effective regulatory institutions should be designed to address this problem. The actors and their activities associated with air pollution during Chinese New Year should be encouraged to reduce PM2.5 release and build a low-emission society (Shi et al., 2014).

The problem of PM2.5 release during the Chinese New Year must be addressed in four primary ways. First, fireworks sources should be controlled and limited. Besides limiting the usage of fireworks by individuals, the Chinese government should also limit firecrackers and fireworks sales. During the Chinese New Year, a quota should be placed on the amounts of fireworks and firecrackers sold in the markets. As well, the companies that produce fireworks should be subsidized for sales losses. The Beijing government’s policy states that fireworks and firecrackers should be removed from market shelves if there is an “orange signal warning” (which means more than three days with an air quality index between 300 and 500) during western New Year and Chinese New Year. Second, governments should issue laws to limit the lighting of fireworks and burning of incense and paper money in certain areas. Third, medias should inform the public regarding the impacts that the usage of fireworks, incense, and paper money have on human health, and encourage society to take measures to change the traditional ways of celebrating Chinese New Year. Last but not least, bottom-up innovations regarding low-carbon, low-pollution means of celebrating the Chinese New Year should be encouraged, rewarded, and advocated.

Culture has a large impact on environment governance (Adger et al., 2012). Besides China, there are cities of other countries lighting fireworks during festival celebrations, which has an important effect on PM2.5 concentrations (Drewnick et al., 2006; Vecchi et al., 2008; Mlakar, 2012; Yerramsetti, 2013), but their
cultural practices and social movements are different from China. For example, the US tradition involving fireworks to celebrate Independence Day began with a letter from John Adams to his wife (Davis, 2014). A few words written by the great man resulted in a holiday tradition that has continued for 200 years. Although cultural backgrounds and traditions are different for each country, the effects of air pollution are nearly the same.

The dilemma between traditional culture and environmental protection cannot be solved easily (Ye et al., 2014), mainly because the connections between social and cultural practices and environmental problems is multi-scalar and complex. On different spatial or administrative levels, cultural practices can lead to various environmental problems, and social movements differ accordingly (Escobar, 1998). As Jamison (2003) noted: “effective public engagement in environmental politics needs, of course, people who are willing to be involved, who, in one of its various forms, have an ‘ecological consciousness’; but there are also a number of supportive conditions, or social innovations, that are even more important if that consciousness, so to speak, is developed and contribute to cultural transformation”.

Environmental governance also needs to address multi-stakeholder actions. Governments, pollution producers, civilians, and the media all have their responsibility in pollution control. Reducing air pollution during Chinese New Year needs to change not only through policy structure, but also individual behaviors. The former is an up-down strategy, and the latter is a bottom-up strategy. If individuals realize the importance of PM2.5 reduction and work together, the problem of air pollution can be resolved, at least during the Chinese New Year.

3. Conclusions

The Chinese Nian culture is a significant and direct factor leading to air pollution in China. Unfortunately, few people recognize the role of culture in dealing with environmental problems. Although cultural changes do not take place over a short time, people can gradually change the traditions, as long as they fully realize the threats and risks that traditions or customs exert on the environment.

Laws and policies should be designed to improve the effectiveness of PM2.5 control. Governments, industry, and civil society should work together to navigate positive initiatives. Public education and media navigation are necessary in dealing with the cultural aspects of environment pollution. People should also be provided more green options to make up for the loss of traditional activities or customs. Practicing sustainable activities during Chinese New Year can help to reduce the production of air pollutants at their sources (Shi et al., 2014).
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